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Preface
Champagne from Six to Six is the field report of a research project that investigated how people entertained and
recreated. The text is based on eyewitness accounts, local newspaper reports, and visual sources that could be
uncovered. The timeline is a little inexact between 1852 and 1877. I say inexact as in regards the visual sources –
few were found to exist in the early period. I would like to note that in sourcing the illustrations I could not fail
to be continually impressed with the quality of the hundreds of images created by the engravers, photographers
and illustrators; their works constitute in their own right, fertile ground for publication. For those interested
in further reading on this district Woods’ A Titans Field. (see references) is still the best and most readable history.
A thank you to the many people who’ve helped bring this project to fruition, long time mates Bruce Derrick
and Mick Deery but most of all thanks to my three inspirations, Will, Jessica and Bridie for toleration of a Dad
who, at times, gives the impression that he is not very tightly wrapped.
I trust the reader takes pleasure from Champagne from Six to Six, it is my ‘shout’ to you – with the caveat that
I accept full responsibility for any and all errors and discrepancies.
Cheers!
Peter M. Shea
Melbourne Australia West Coast USA 2010
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The Milieux of Social Life in Beechworth–
The Public House
“The flag’s up!” shouted one digger in the early mint-scented Spring morning of 1855. Placed on the huge granite
outcrop of what is now Ingram’s Rock, the long narrow yellow flag signalled that the public houses, the closest
in this instance being The Rising Sun Hotel, would hold a series of professional wrestling matches commencing
that evening. Word of this event had for some time been circulating and now tumbled down Reid’s Creek
through the Woolshed, round Devil’s Elbow to the lower dry digs, past the Canadian gully onto the Sebastopol
flats–thence to El Dorado. Other similar signal flags were set overlooking the Buckland Gap and at the top of
the first falls at Newtown and Pennyweight Flats. Out of the Australian Alps from Bogong, Morses Creek, the
hauntingly beautiful Buckland Valley (with the unfortunate sobriquet of The Valley of Death) the Barrwidgee
Creek, Bowman’s Forest up through Fighting Gully and Snake Valley they would arrive. The mail carts and
coach gigs would carry hundreds to see this inter-colonial display of wrestlers. Amongst them a few diggers who
might want to match skills with the “Best wrestlers in all the colonies . . . which will include demonstrations of
wrestling techniques in the Cornwall and Devon styles–such a show of thews and sinews have never been seen
before.”
The setting for the pubs in these small gathering places were often a rambled collection of rough hewn huts
that served as shops for mining utensils and food tents optimistically called restaurants, blacksmiths, and much
later a post office and public school was set in amongst the hills leading to the Australian Alps. The May Day Hills
was named by Lieutenant Governor LaTrobe on his journey there in 1851. The tracks to the Woolshed and
Beechworth skirted around many huge granite Tors. When water and spring combined in plenitude, three grand
waterfalls emptying into the Reids Creek would find their course eventually joining the Ovens and Murray
Rivers.
The public house or pub was easily the most popular social centre of the period. Men gathering at these
places found work, established political and friendship networks, and passed on news, rumours, and gossip
about gold strikes. A myriad of sports, games of skill, wagering, and entertainments were intrinsic to the
operations of these hotels. In 1874 there were more than 60 licensed public houses in Beechworth with many more
that provided various refreshments “on the sly.” Names like the Full Moon, Battling Town, The Rising Sun, The
Halfway, and Wallace’s Seven Star Hotels which formed a Constellation of Stars Across the Southern Sky, were
central in the Milieux of life there at that time.
With so many people in one small area, there were many tensions and conflicts that naturally arose. Adding
to these tensions, Turner, in his History of Colonial Victoria, points out that it was not only the hated gold-digging
tax but also Vice Regal LaTrobes’ insistence on absolute prohibition and gave impetus to rising and general
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discontent on the diggings. “In these mining areas where men engaged in an exhausting occupation, working
under strained conditions, they craved at times something more refreshing than a stinted supply of the
unwholesome water obtainable only if they had the means to pay for it.” To ameliorate the potentially explosive
situations, LaTrobe by early 1853, had granted some alcohol licenses, but it was inevitable that sly grogging as it
was termed, would for many, make them their fortune. At these locations, the owners dispensed alcohol at
extortionate prices and termed their products as shots or nobblers of brandy port and competed not only with the
pubs, but also with the numerous cafés and restaurant tents that provided meals of the highest reschere or table
de hot’ standard. Tents for other beverages also supplied cordials, aerated water, coffee, newspapers, and books.
In addition to the canvas cafes, restaurants, sly grog shops, and pubs, there invariably coexisted a range of
public houses of different gradation. Great sums of money were made by those who provided accommodation,
usually in the form of large canvas tents. These accommodations were known to, at times, house rough company.
One account tells how “It is often the practice in such settings that one best sleep–wearing one’s boots and
clothes, as it is rumoured that more than a few diggers have woken up from celebrations having the aforesaid
liberated from their possession.”
As well as sly grog shops and a place to sleep, an accommodation of another kind became available “where
though the rococo papered walls were absent–horizontal refreshments prevailed.” One such tent, located in Loch
Street Beechworth, was by accounts the first of many knock shops that sprang up at the diggings; built with a
wooden frame some 40 feet long and 16 feet wide, and run by a man named Cooper whose stated intention in
his license application was to sell soft drinks. But the drinks soon became harder, the company of “women of
the night” more available, and the professional gambler not an uncommon sight at his premises.
In 1853 McCarrik’s Hotel opened in High Street, Beechworth, with a grand ball publicised by the gluing
notices on tree stumps and boulders on every possible track and thoroughfare that led to the district. Transport
for this grand occasion was arranged from as far away north as the Braidwood-Goulburn district of New South
Wales East to the Buckland and Omeo diggings; south and westward as far as Euroa, Benalla, and Wangaratta.
Crowds of men came to pay for a possible dance with the women, most of whom arrived from Melbourne in
gorgeous colours and dresses of the latest fashion, bought naturally in the Paris End of Collins Street. Woods in
her history says that often such women were “far past the age of voluptuous desire.” but there can be no doubt
that there were many expectations both raised and met on this and numerous other occasions. As the grog flowed,
so did the music, dance, and the aptly coined “free and easy” atmosphere of the gathering. The favourite woman
on this occasion was Kitty Donovan, the “Belle of the Ball.” One Sydneysider, a Dan McGrimm, managed a
dance with Kitty and toasted the health of McCarrick, who made, it was understood, £700 on that one evening
alone.
The most notorious of all of the more than 60 legal drinking houses was The Bella Union. This public house
was constructed of calico and located downstream from Chinatown near the original crossing and gold strike at
Spring Creek. The reports in the local paper often heard complaints made against the publican for enticing with
false promise, women from Melbourne to work for him. One of this publican’s favourite ways for attracting
custom was his horse and its ability to jump in one bound, the bar of other public houses, thus creating
pandemonium and uproar and having the desired effect of sending patrons to his establishment. This same
publican of The Bella Union also was known to set up for his patrons warning alarms for the “traps” (a nickname
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for police). When the ‘alarm’ was raised, the lamps in the pub would be hurriedly doused. Then..when the “all
clear” was given and lamps relit, all too often many would find the tables cleared of all the money that was being
gambled at the time of the ‘raised’ alarm!
Beechworth in the early days, at the height of the rush was not unlike Melbourne on a smaller scale “where
drunken blaspheming diggers, rushing from tap house to tap house were flinging money around like dust and
running riot in the streets, sometimes accompanied by bedizened Jezebels who fleeced them of their money and
anything else they had to offer.” Complaints by an increasing number of “respectable” townsfolk found their way
into the newspaper, The Ovens and Murray Advertiser, which reported of “a disgraceful drunken and disorderly
outburst at the Spring Creek camp opposite the Mellish Store, which for sometime kept the neighbourhood in
uproar and was prompted by a group of drunken Viragos.” Misses Sarah Payne and Elizabeth White, the latter
better known as The Tiger, figured time and again in the petty court proceedings of Beechworth.
The following illustrations depict a watercolour of independent minded women embarking for the
Australian gold fields followed by an and engraving of a group of men clamouring to board a coach at Port
Melbourne headed for Spring Creek, a rare photograph of the Spring Creek site of the original gold strikes with
a man in the foreground and an engraving on ‘The Comedy of a Wrestling match featuring many humorous
poses of both referee and wrestlers.
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